Based on the recently developed local radial basis function method, we devise an implicit local radial basis function scheme, which is intrinsic mesh-free, for solving time fractional diffusion equations. In this paper the L1 scheme and the local radial basis function method are applied for temporal and spatial discretization, respectively, in which the time-marching iteration is performed implicitly. The robustness and accuracy of this proposed implicit local radial basis function
Introduction
Time fractional diffusion models are recently becoming popular for characterizing anomalous diffusion and complex phenomena. Anomalous diffusion phenomena have been widely observed in various scientific and engineering fields, such as heat conduction [1, 2] , solute transport [3, 4] , dissipation [5] , system control [6] , chaos [7] , transport in fractal objects [8, 9] , etc. These complex phenomena possess the properties of history dependence, heavy tailedness or long-range correlation [10] . From theoretical and experimental studies, fractional derivative has been considered as a suitable tool to characterize these properties. As a consequence, fractional derivative have been widely introduced in various models to capture some anomalous phenomena with considerable success [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Due to the introduction of the fractional derivative, it is challenging to obtain the analytical solutions of fractional differential equations, particularly for problems with complex initial and boundary conditions. Various numerical methods have been proposed to solve fractional differential equations in which the finite difference method (FDM) is presently the dominant method for solving these fractional diffusion problems [15] [16] [17] [18] . However, the FDM encounters inconvenience when applied to problems with curved boundaries.
In the last decades, collocation methods based on radial basis functions (RBF) have gradually attracted the attention of many researchers for solving partial differential equations -------------- [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . These RBF-based collocation methods belong to the family of mesh-free methods which require only scattered nodes in the problem domain and boundary. The avoidance of constructing grids enables these mesh free methods advantage in tackling high-dimensional problems with irregular domains. The RBF methods approximate the solutions by a linear combination of the RBF, which are globally defined, and hence the resultant interpolation matrices are fully dense and highly ill-conditioned. In addition, some RBF contain a free shape parameter whose chosen value is critical to the accuracy of the numerical results [24, 25] . The search for optimal shape parameter has been an open problem and recently some theoretical and numerical works have been made [26] [27] [28] . On the other hand, the global RBF method is hindered for large scale problems. To mitigate the aforementioned demerits, the local radial basis function (LRBF) method has been proposed. Instead of using all the nodes in the domain and on the boundary, the LRBF method only uses data in the neighboring nodes which fall in the influence domain. As a result, the resultant matrix of LRBF is sparse and hence is feasible for solving larger scale problems [29, 30] . The LRBF method has recently been employed to some complex problems such as thermo-driven fluid-flow [31] , Navier-Stocks equations [32] , phase-change phenomena [33] , etc. More details can be found from [29, 31, [34] [35] [36] [37] .
In this paper authors focus on the investigation of solving time fractional diffusion equations by employing implicit local basis radial function method. The L1 approximation scheme is employed for temporal discretization, and the local RBF method is applied for spatial discretization. The influences of c (the shape parameter), ns (the total number of nodes fallen within the local sub-domain), dt (temporal step) and h (grid distance) on the accuracy of numerical results are also investigated.
Governing equation and discretization

Time fractional diffusion equation
The considered time fractional diffusion equation is stated as:
where 0 K > is a generalized diffusion coefficient, λ -the reaction coefficient, ( , ) q t x -the source term, and ( , )
u t x represents mass, concentration, or other physical quantities. C D denotes the Caputo definition, and (0,1) α ∈ is the fractional derivative. Subject to boundary conditions:
and initial condition:
where L b is the boundary operator, and f and g are given functions. In this paper, we employ the Caputo definition for calculation, and the definition is stated as:
Time fractional derivative discretization
Based on the L1 approximation scheme [38] , eq. (4) can be rewritten as: (5) into (1), we obtain:
further re-arrangement leads to: (3) and (7), let L represent an operator given by: 
,
Thus, eqs. (1)- (3) can be rewritten as: 
Spatial discretization by the LRBF method
The LRBF method employed for spatial discretization has recently been given by Sarler et al. [30, 39, 40] . The idea of LRBF method is to collocate N distinct interpolation points on the problem domain and its boundary and assume that, for each point k 
are unknown coefficients of the (n + 1) th time layer and φ is a radial basis function. In this paper, we employ the commonly used multiquadric (MQ) radial basis function defined as:
where i j − x x denotes the distance between i x and j x , and c is called as shape parameter. We obtain the matrix form: 
Substituting (11) and (14) into (8) The source term:
The exact solution is taken as 2 ( , , ) sin(π /2)sin(π /2). u x y t t x y = For various numbers of ns, grid distance size h and temporal step dt, the c-L rms curves are shown in fig. 1 . It is observed that when ns (e. g., ns = 5, 9) is small, with the increase of shape parameter c, the accuracy of numerical results improves at beginning until reaching the peak and begins to decline and tends to be stable in a wide range. However, if ns becomes large, i. e., 13-and 16-point scheme shown in fig. 1 , there may not exist the optimal shape parameter c. As shown in fig. 2 and tab.1, the smaller the ns, the larger the range of C stable is obtained. What should be noticed is that the range of C stable is an approximate range. In some cases, we may even obtain a better result when the selected shape parameter exceeds the C stable , but the results gained by the nearby shape parameter may become unstable.
From fig. 1 and tab. 1, it can be seen that as dt decreases, the accuracy of numerical results improves, while the range of C stable decreases as dt gets smaller. This may be partly caused by the memory and hereditary properties of time fractional derivative, namely, the value of 1 n u + is influenced by the value of k u (k = 0, 1,...,n). Therefore, the smaller the time step, the larger the accumulated error, which results in unstable numerical results. Figure 3 displays the L rms error curves of the global MQ. It can be seen that the stable range of c is from 0.06 to 0.94 and the L rms < 5.40E-3. According to tab.1, we know that under the same condition (N = 441, dt = 0.1), the stable range of c is from 1.6 to 159 and L rms < 6.74E-3 by using the local MQ with ns = 5. In the stable range, the accuracy of the global method is little higher than that of the local method expect near the optimal c. In addition, if the grid distance becomes smaller, such as h = 0.05, the results of the global MQ may deteriorate or even incorrect due to the ill-condition problem.
Conclusions
This paper presents the application of the local RBF method in solving the 2-D time fractional diffusion equations. Unlike the global RBF method, the local RBF method is merely based on the local collocation nodes and the time-marching is performed in an implicit way. It is concluded that the sensitivity of accuracy to c reduces as the value of ns decreases. More precisely, when ns is small (e. g., ns = 5), we can obtain stable results for a large range of c. Hence, the selection of c is no longer a problem for local RBF method. Another interesting observation is that if ns is less than 13, there may exist the optimal shape parameter c for some cases. From our experiences, choosing 5 or 9 nodes in the sub-domain will save CPU time and obtain satisfactory numerical results in most cases. Generally speaking, smaller temporal step and grid distance will lead to higher accuracy for the present numerical approach. But it is also seen that as temporal step gets smaller the range of C stable decreases, which may be partly caused by the memory and hereditary properties of time fractional derivative. 
